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Comparative Measures of Student Debt Levels by State

Kiplinger Shows Low Debt to Income Ratio for Washington State Graduates
Kiplinger has released a map (see page 2 of this brief for an image) showing average student debt versus average income
across all fifty states, as well as categorizing institutions they have identified as the most expensive and the ‘best
values’. The UW comes in as the 10th best value public institution in the nation for 2010‐11.
The map illustrates that students in Washington State have a low debt to income ratio compared to those in other
states. Kiplinger identifies average student debt in Washington as being between $15,000 and $20,000, while average
income is around $40,000 to $50,000, with about 61 percent of all students in the state taking out loans. Utah boasts the
smallest amount of debt per student (under $15,000), while New Hampshire has the highest average debt load (over
$25,000 per student).
These state level data are consistent with our most recent UW data. In 2009‐10, 50 percent of all UW undergraduates
borrowed and their average cumulative debt was $19,500. Although these figures are lower than the national average,
they have increased over the last several years, especially as state funding cuts have necessitated tuition increases.
Education Sector Shows Low Debt to Degree Ratio for Washington Institutions
Education policy think tank Education Sector recently released a report entitled “Debt to Degree,” which measures the
ratio of student/parent government‐backed loans taken by all students to the number of credentials awarded by an
institution per year. They find that:
•

Across all institutions and sectors, for each degree awarded in 2008/2009, $18,102 was borrowed.

•

Degree to credential ratios varied considerably across institution types: On average, families at four‐year public
institutions borrowed $16,247 per degree, compared to $21,827 at private four‐years, and $43,383 at for‐profit
schools.

•

Washington state institutions rank among the lowest borrowing to credential ratios in the nation, with debt to
degree ratios in the $5,000 to $9,999 range (a range that includes only ten states).

•

Indicating that the measure is consistent with Kiplinger’s debt to income ratio, Education Sector identifies Utah
as having the lowest debt to degree ratio, and New Hampshire as having the highest.

Ultimately, both of these recent reports and UW data show that student borrowing has increased measurably in recent
years, and that new investments in financial aid are playing an increasingly key role in maintaining access for students
from lower income households. Because state investment per student FTE is significantly negatively correlated with the
amount that students borrow, we might expect this trend to continue due to recent state budget cuts. So, while
Washington is doing better than most states on these measures, concerns about access and debt burden remain.
For more information, please contact: Jessica Thompson at jlthomp@uw.edu or at 202.624.1428
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